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- CONSTELLATIONS

- SKY MOTION AND COORDINATES

- SOLAR AND SIDEREAL DAY

- TERRESTRIAL ATMOSPHERE



Start Stellarium

Download Stellarium from:
http://www.stellarium.org/



Configuration

- constellations
lines

- ground

- cardinal points 

Open the configuration window and select:



Location and time

In “location” select a town in Central Europe,
e.g. Vienna

set:

- date and time 1 July

- field of view ~90°

- direction North

- landscape Garching



Constellations

In the Western
sky culture
there are 88
constellations

Select constellat.
“names” and 
“art” to see them



Constellations

Constellations are star associations in which ancient
people saw same figures

They have no
physical meaning and
every people has its
own sky culture

Select another culture
(e.g. inuit) to see
a different sky view



Sky motion

Click 3/4 times “>>”

Sky motion is accelerated: 
all the stars rotate around the
same point in the sky, the
“Polaris”

Accelerate the motion (click
“>>”): note that the
Polaris isn’t fixed in the sky: it
doesn’t match exactly the
Celestial North Pole



Sky motion

At the Poles and the Equator the sky motion
appears different

Select a location near the North Pole:
stars move on circles parallel to the horizon and
don’t set

Select a location near the Equator: stars move
on circles perpendicular to the horizon



Sky coordinates

View equatorial coordinates (1) and then
altazimuthal ones (2)

Eq. Coord: rest frame
celestial sphere
(celestial equator and
gamma point)

Altaz. Coord: local rest
frame (horizon and
meridian)
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Sky coordinates

Equatorial coordinates do not change in time or
with the observer latitude 

Look at the sky motion: star positions don’t
change with respect the eq. coordinates grid

Equatorial coordinates are independent of
observation time and location: used in star
catalogs, atlas, etc.



Solar day

Set 1 July 2008 at 13:00 and Sud direction: the
Sun appears in the center of the view

Click “=” to move forward in time one solar

Note that stars change
their position while the 
Sun remains fixed in 
the sky (during the 
year it changes only
its elevation)

day (Sun transit on
the local meridian)



Sidereal day

Set 1 July 2008 at 13:00 and Sud direction: the
Sun appears in the center of the view

Click “alt” and “=” to move forward in time one

Note that the Sun
changes its position
while the stars remain
fixed in the sky

sidereal day (transit
of the same star on
the local meridian -
23h 56m)



Atmosphere

In the configuration window select “atmosphere”
and look how the terrestrial atmosphere disturbs
astronomical observations

atmosphere on atmosphere off


